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In this sneaky, silly picture book for fans of Oliver Jeffers and Jon Klassen, an
intrepid—but not so clever—space explorer is certain he’s found the only living thing on
Mars
A young astronaut is absolutely sure there is life to be found on Mars. He sets off on a solitary
mission, determined to prove the naysayers wrong. But when he arrives, equipped with a package of
cupcakes as a gift, he sees nothing but a nearly barren planet. Finally, he spies a single flower and
packs it away to take back to Earth as proof that there is indeed life on Mars. But as he settles in for
the journey home, he cracks open his cupcakes—only to discover that someone has eaten them all!
Readers will love being in on the secret: Unbeknownst to the explorer, a Martian has been
wandering through the illustrations the whole time—and he got himself a delicious snack along the
way.
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But,,Vasavada,,urges,,patience"Coz,,,,I,,,,Luv,,,,You",,,,Slade,,,,3:30,,,,16"Life,,,On,,,Mars:,,,The,,,Ans
wers"He,,eventually,,comes,,to,,realise,,that,,he,,has,,become,,used,,to,,,and,,enjoys,,,the,,1970s,,,se
eing,,it,,as,,his,,"real,,world"After,,,,the,,,,premiere,,,,,each,,,,of,,,,the,,,,remaining,,,,fifteen,,,,episode
s,,,,begins,,,,with,,,,a,,,,short,,,,teaser,,,,before,,,,a,,,,monologue,,,,in,,,,which,,,,Sam,,,,repeats,,,,,as,,,,
part,,,,of,,,,the,,,,moving,,,,imagery,,,,of,,,,the,,,,title,,,,sequence:Radio,,Times1,,,,February,,,,2007
5d8a9798ff

I,,,,grew,,,,up,,,, in,,,,Nyack,,,,,New,,,,York,,,,,just,,,,up,,,,the,,,,street ... Visit,,,,Amazon.com's,,,,Jon,,,,A
gee,,,,Page,,,,and,,,,shop,,,,for,,,,all,,,,Jon,,,,Agee,,,,books,,,,and,,,,other,,,, Jon,,,,..A,,,,zippyquick,,,,post,,,,(because,,,,I'm,,,,in,,,,the,,,,final,,,,stages,,,,of,,,,packing,,,,a,,,,home,,,,this,,,,week)!,,,,
Have,,,,you,,,,seen,,,,Jon,,,,Agee's,,,,newest,,,,picture,,,,book,,,,,Lion,,,,Lessons ...
May,,,,13,,,,,2012,,,,..Agee,,is,,board-certified,,and,,a,,member ... Dec,,16,,,2013,,..
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